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Fundamental to the dissemination of language resources by archives is the 

metadata that describes those resources. Without adequate metadata, potential 

users of language resources will never discover that they exist or learn that they 

are relevant to their purposes. It is important that the capture of metadata occur as 

close as possible to the submission of the resource to ensure that vital information 

is collected. When data gathering occurs in remote field locations, there may be a 

lengthy interval before the ultimate organization of material for submission to an 

archive. This paper describes a solution which bridges this gap by the use of an 

offline metadata entry tool.
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1. ROADBLOCKS TO DIGITAL ARCHIVING IN THE FIELD 

 

The Language & Culture Archives (LCA) of SIL International endeavors to 

archive resources from current and completed language projects in 1,525 

languages, representing 98 countries. Given the number and diversity of 

languages, the archives must rely on field linguists to submit complete and 

accurate metadata.  In January 2011, the LCA implemented a digital archiving 

solution built on DSpace as our institutional repository.
2
  Prior to this launch, the 

LCA depended on linguists to send their language material accompanied by a one 

page metadata questionnaire to our office in Dallas, Texas.  The archives staff 

cataloged each item in a database.  The questionnaires were often incomplete; 

sometimes they were missing altogether.  As a result, LCA staff had to research 

the missing information, settle for minimal description, or postpone processing for 

lack of key metadata.  Deploying a DSpace repository empowers linguists to 

directly input their metadata and resources into the archives.  However, two issues 

hamper the submission of language resources to DSpace from the field: (1) a wide 

range of metadata options and (2) limited internet connectivity.   

 

1.1. So much metadata, so little time…  

Because many linguists who need to archive documents do so infrequently, they 

will never be experts at doing so, nor will they be experts in the intricacies of 

metadata schemas. The existing DSpace web submission process is unfriendly, 

especially when used for vastly different types of resources (beyond language 
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documentation, our staff also archive multi-lingual education products, translated 

texts, analytical works across multiple academic domains, and training materials). 

Many of the metadata fields requested are only relevant for specific kinds of 

documents, adding further confusion.  

 

1.2. A field linguist’s internet blues… 

Our linguists often work in remote areas with unreliable or non-existent internet 

connections.  Where internet is available, a single web page load can take 

minutes.  Conventional web applications are ineffective under these conditions. 

Furthermore, file uploads to Dspace and many other web applications over HTTP 

are not resumable; submitters either upload the entirety or nothing at all.  In an 

environment with intermittent internet connectivity, uploading large files is 

virtually impossible. 

 

 

2. BUILDING AN ON-RAMP TO THE DIGITAL REPOSITORY 

 

Our solution to both of these challenges has been to develop the Resource and 

Metadata Packager (RAMP) — a client side application using Adobe Air, HTML, 

and JavaScript.  RAMP assembles metadata (in XML based .mets files) and all 

relevant data files in a form of a zipped ‘package’ using a .RAMP extension.  The 

 

Figure 1 

The initial screen asks for the title of the resource 

 

Dots show progress through 

the steps and allow jumping 

between steps. 

Required metadata is denoted by an 

orange bar to the left of the input box.  

Brief help text appears below. 
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SWORD API decodes the package and creates a submission in the repository 

(placing the component parts in the appropriate Dspace bundles).
3
   

 

2.1. Metadata wizardry 

When employing RAMP, a linguist proceeds through a series of data entry 

screens, each addressing a small group of metadata elements similar to a software 

installation wizard. As the user enters descriptive information (such as resource 

type and work stage), the selection and contents of subsequent data entry screens 

is affected. As a result, the user never faces irrelevant questions. Context-sensitive 

help is also provided with each data entry screen.  This is achieved by using 

condition-based steps in the programming.  RAMP also offers the option to copy 

package metadata to rapidly make packages for very similar works.   

 

Figure 2 

The second screen asks linguists to categorize the resource into one of four broad 

types according to audience 

 

2.2. Offline packaging  

Because RAMP is a client application, users can create ‘resource packages’ while 

offline.  The user enters metadata for resources and associates each metadata 

record with the relevant data files. At a later point when the user has an adequate 
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internet connection, RAMP is invoked again to upload the metadata and files for 

automatic deposit into the DSpace repository. Alternatively, RAMP can export a 

package to portable media such as a USB stick or external hard-drive.  The 

package can then be transported to an internet-connected computer from which 

RAMP is used to upload and deposit the material. 

 

2.3. Uploading in chunks 

During uploads, RAMP connects to DSpace through a small web server we have 

written.  This allows the package of files and metadata to be broken down into 

chunks that are transmitted separately.  If a portion fails to upload, that portion is 

attempted again, thus avoiding the need to re-send the entire package.  These 

chunks are then assembled on the server, and a single submission is made through 

the SWORD API into the DSpace repository. 

 

Figure 3 

RAMP architecture 

 

2.4. Availability 

RAMP will be open source.
4
  It is cross-platform compatible with Windows, Mac, 

and Linux operating systems.  Users must download and install Adobe Air prior to 

downloading the RAMP installation.
5
  In order to upload data to SIL’s repository, 

users must also have a profile within the DSpace instance (which is created 

automatically upon first login).  Updates to RAMP are automatically detected 

when the user invokes the program in an internet environment, in a similar 

manner to other software clients.   

 

2.5 How it works 

The data entry screens, the rules (condition steps) for displaying them, and the 

context-sensitive help are dynamically generated from a conveniently editable 

YAML document maintained by the archiving staff.
6
  This has allowed quick and 
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effortless changes without requiring program code to be written or modified. It 

also means that other projects could customize the tool to work in additional 

contexts.   

 

2.6 Future development 

A number of enhancements are desirable in the near future.  Work is proceeding 

to integrate RAMP into other SIL open source tools.  The first of these will be 

SayMore – the language documentation session organizer.
7
  Beyond the integrated 

hint texts, the LCA wants to include a help menu providing more detailed 

assistance.  While the duplication of an item operates like a template, we intend to 

add a feature allowing users to create custom templates or choose from a template 

library.  Also, linguists may wish to manage their own local archive in RAMP, 

requiring a mechanism for sorting and searching the RAMP library.      

 

 

3. IMPLEMENTATION AND LESSONS LEARNED 

 

RAMP was launched alongside our institutional repository in January 2011.  In 

the intervening eight months, early adopters packaged and uploaded roughly 1000 

items representing a wide variety of resources.
8
  The month of August saw the 

highest volume of uploads (398) to date.  The archives provided on-site training in 

Papua New Guinea, Australia and Germany.  Training sessions demonstrated the 

contrast between the two methods of submission: DSpace and RAMP.  Positive 

feedback from linguists during these sessions confirmed that RAMP streamlined 

clunky DSpace features (mainly related to lookup windows) and simplified the 

descriptive process by limiting choices.   

 

3.1 Ongoing challenges 

The single biggest technical challenge since the launch has been insufficient 

upload capacity.  Currently RAMP handles files as large as 250MB, but many 

users expect to upload considerably larger data sets, especially in audio and video 

formats.  The RAMP developer expects to solve this issue by coding a separate 

large file interface to DSpace.  Our system administrator is also investigating 

whether the firewall behind which our repository resides interferes with upload 

and download capacity.   

Other challenges pertain to the SWORD API.  In an instance of import failure, 

the error message is not specific.  This lack of information frustrates users and 

makes troubleshooting difficult.  The API has also been unable to import several 

key pieces of metadata requested in DSpace’s ‘initial questions’ and ‘upload’ 
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screens.  Consequently, the archives must instruct submission reviewers on the 

manual insertion of this data. 

Some reviewers feel that the descriptive process in RAMP is too cumbersome.  

Generational, cross-cultural and work-load issues may contribute to this 

perception.  Admittedly, some terminology like ‘mode’ is unfamiliar to those 

outside of information science, but developers endeavor to minimize use of these 

terms or find accessible alternatives.  The archives will offer on-line training 

modules and interact with our global community to promote understanding and 

use of RAMP.   

 

3.2 Lessons learned 

Late in the fall of 2010, development of RAMP was ahead of schedule.  To 

promote early adoption we shared a beta version of the client at SIL’s bi-annual 

language assessment conference.  The auto-update feature had not yet been 

enabled, and a few users encountered problems because they continued to use the 

beta version months after the official release of the production version.  Better 

communication and the enabling of the auto-update could have prevented this 

problem and still accommodated field tests.      

Also, the RAMP training plan lagged behind the launch, especially with regard 

to development of self-paced, online courses.  As of August 2011, course 

development is still incomplete.  The RAMP manual, delivered via the corporate 

intranet, fails to serve users who have subpar internet capability.  An integrated 

help menu should have been included in the initial release.   

 

4. CONCLUSION 

 

SIL’s Language and Culture Archives believes that good metadata collection will 

vastly improve the preservation and discovery of language resources archived in 

both traditional and digital repositories.  Linguists who are collecting, analyzing 

and publishing these resources are the experts when it comes to describing their 

work.  By addressing the dual obstacles of a complex metadata schema and 

inadequate internet in the field, RAMP enables SIL linguists to create the most 

complete metadata record possible.  SIL invites the linguistic community to 

examine, adapt and improve upon RAMP as a tool for increasing both the quality 

and quantity of documentation about the world’s languages.   

 

 

 


